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Abstract. This paper proposes a simple framework to combine binary
classifiers whose outputs are imprecise probabilities (or are transformed
into some imprecise probabilities, e.g., by using confidence intervals).
This combination comes down to solve linear programs describing con-
straints over events (here, subsets of classes). The number of constraints
grows linearly with the number of classifiers, making the proposed frame-
work tractable for problems involving a relatively large number of classes.
After detailing the method, we provide some first experimental results
illustrating the method interests.

1 Introduction

A straightforward approach to multi-class classification tasks consists in train-
ing a single classifier to separate each class. An alternative strategy, known as
binary classifier combination [5,4], has been shown to be e!cient in a number
of situations. It consists in separating the initial problem into simpler subprob-
lems, solving each subproblem with a dedicated classifier, and combining the re-
sults thus obtained. Classical decomposition strategies consist in opposing each
class to each other (one-versus-one scheme) [5] or each class to all others (one-
versus-all scheme). Decomposition using error-correcting output codes (ECOC)
[4] generalizes both these approaches, by opposing two subsets of classes to each
other.

When the trained classifiers provide probabilistic outputs, the problem boils
down to pool estimates of the conditional posterior probabilities of the classes.
Remark that these conditional probabilities are seldom consistent, due to the fact
that they are only approximations to the (admittedly) true but unknown condi-
tional probabilities. A classical solution is to compute a probability distribution
whose conditionings are the closest possible to the outputs of the classifiers,
by solving an optimization problem. Such techniques have been studied for the
one-versus-one decomposition strategy (see, e.g., [6,14]) as well as in the general
ECOC framework [8].

In this paper, we address the problem in the framework of imprecise proba-
bility theory. Imprecise probability theory [13] deals with the cases where the
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available information is not su!cient (or too conflicting) to identify a single
probability distribution. It is therefore well suited to the combination of in-
consistent (precise or imprecise) conditional probabilities. Our proposal is to
weaken the given conditional assessments to make them consistent, and to con-
sider the resulting set of probabilities as our final predictive model. Due to
their robustness, imprecise probabilistic models appear particularly interesting
in cases where some classes are di!cult to separate or poorly represented in the
training set, or when the data are very noisy. To our knowledge, there is no pre-
vious work on the combination of binary classifiers in this framework, although
the combination of one-versus-one imprecise classifiers has already been studied
in the framework of belief functions [10].

Section 2 reminds background knowledge about imprecise probabilities. Sec-
tion 3 describes how binary classifiers returning imprecise conditional probabil-
ities may be combined. As classifier outputs may still be inconsistent in this
framework, we propose a discounting strategy ensuring that a consistent result
is reached. Finally, we report some experiments on simulated and real data sets,
for the one-versus-one decomposition strategy, considering the cases of precise
and imprecise classifiers (Section 4).

2 Imprecise Probabilities: A Short Introduction

Let X = {x1, . . . , xM} be a finite space of M elements describing the possible
values of (ill-known) variables (here, X is the set of possible classes). We assume
that the uncertainty about the actual value of a variable X is described by a
convex set of probablities P , often called credal set. An usual way to describe P
is by providing a set of linear constraints restricting the possible probabilities in
P (Walley’s lower previsions [13] correspond to bounds of such constraints).

Credal sets are instrumental models of uncertainty when available information
does not allow one to identify a unique probability of interest (here, information
coming from binary classifiers). From a credal set P , one can compute lower and
upper probabilities P , P such that, for any event A ! X ,

P (A) = inf
P"P

P (A) and P (A) = sup
P"P

P (A).

They are dual, in the sense that P (A) = 1"P (Ac), with Ac the complement of
A. More generally, given a real-valued and bounded function f on X , one can
compute lower and upper expectation bounds E, E such that

E(f) = sup
p"P

E(f) and E(f) = inf
p"P

E(f).

with E the expected value of f w.r.t. p. They are also dual, as E(f) = "E("f).
Lower and upper probabilities of an event A are the lower and upper expecta-
tions of its indicator function. Alternatively, one can start from constraints on
expectations and consider the credal set satisfying these constraints.
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3 Classifier Combination Using Imprecise Probabilities

The basic task of classification is to predict the class or output value x of an
object described by a set of features y # Y. Provided that these features are
known, the knowledge of the actual class x of y may be represented by a poste-
rior probability p(x|y). Classifying y then amounts to estimate as accurately as
possible p(x|y) using a finite set of training samples.

A binary classifier on a set of classes X aims at predicting whether an instance
class belongs to a subset A ! X or to a (disjoint) subset B ! X (i.e., A $ B =
%). Its prediction is then an estimation of the conditional probability P (A|A &
B, y) that the instance belongs to A (P (B|A & B, y) = 1 " P (A|A & B, y) by
duality).1 Combining binary classifiers then consists in finding p from a set of
such conditional assessments.

To model a set of binary classifiers, we may use the language of code cor-
rection matrices. A code correction matrix is a matrix C with general ele-
ment cij # {+1, 0,"1}, i # 1, . . . , M with M the number of classes, and j #
1, . . . , N with N the number of binary classifiers. For a given j, the sets Aj =
{xi|cij = 1, i = 1, . . . , M} and Bj = {xi|cij = "1, i = 1, . . . , M} are respectively
the sets of positive and negative classes in the training set of classifier j. We
now recall the combination problem in a precise setting and then extend it to
an imprecise setting.

3.1 The Precise Case

In the precise case, classifier j returns an evaluation P (Aj |Aj & Bj) = !j .
Using the fact that P (Aj |Aj & Bj) = P (Aj)/P (Aj#Bj) and P (Bj |Aj & Bj) =
P (Bj)/P (Aj#Bj) = 1 " P (Aj |Aj & Bj), we obtain from these two equations the
following equality2

P (Aj) =
!j

1 " !j
P (Bj). (1)

This gives N equalities that describe partial knowledge about the true but un-
known probabilities of the classes. As the number of equalities is usually much
higher than the cardinality M of X , the problem is often over-constrained. More-
over, the outputs of the classifiers are estimates of the true conditional probabil-
ities; hence, they are generally not consistent with each other. For these reasons,
the set of equations deduced from the outputs of the classifiers are often without
solutions, as shows the next example.

Example 1. Consider a 3 classes problem X = {x1, x2, x3}. Assuming we are
working with a one-against-one framework (i.e., |Aj | = |Bj | = 1), consider the
following output of classical probabilistic classifiers:

P ({{x1}|{x1, x2}}) = 0.2, P ({{x1}|{x1, x3}}) = 1/3, P ({{x2}|{x2, x3}}) = 0.8.

1 From now on, we will drop the y in the conditional statements, as the combination
always concern a unique instance whose input features remain the same.

2 We assume here that p({x}) is strictly positive for any x ! X . In a practical setting,
this does not appear as a restrictive assumption, as p({x}) can be as small as possible.
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These statements, once transformed to express unconditional constraints, re-
spectively give the equalities (using the notation pi = p(xi) = P ({xi}))

p1 = 1/4p2, p1 = 1/2p3, p2 = 4p3,

which lead (together with the consistency constraints
!

xi"X pi = 1, pi ' 0) to
a system without solution.

To solve this issue, the methods proposed in [6,14] solve optimization problems
to compute the probability distribution for which the conditional probabilities
are as close as possible to the outputs of the classifiers.

3.2 The Imprecise Case

Let us now consider imprecise binary classifiers. The output of classifier j (or the
transformation into imprecise probabilities of its precise output) is now a pair
of values bounding the conditional probabilities obtained in the precise case. We
will denote by !j , "j the bounds of P (Aj |Aj & Bj), that is

!j ( P (Aj |Aj & Bj) ( "j (2)

and, by complementation, we have

1 " "j ( P (Bj |Aj & Bj) ( 1 " !j . (3)

To get a joint credal set from these constraints, we will turn them into linear
constraints over unconditional probabilities. First, assuming again that P (Aj &
Bj) > 0, we transform equations (2) and (3) into

!j ( P (Aj)
P (Aj & Bj)

( "j and 1 " "j ( P (Bj)
P (Aj & Bj)

( 1 " !j .

By dividing these two equations, we reach the following inequality:

!j

1 " !j
( P (Aj)

P (Bj)
( "j

1 " "j
,

which can in turn be transformed into two linear constraints:

!j

1 " !j
P (Bj) ( P (Aj) and P (Ai) (

"j

1 " "j
P (Bj).

These equations can be restated as

!j

1 " !j

"

xi"Bj

pi (
"

xi"Aj

pi and
"

xi"Aj

pi (
"j

1 " "j

"

xi"Bj

pi (4)

with pi := P (xi).
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These constraints define a set of admissible probability distributions. For each
class xi, the minimal/maximal values P ({xi}), P ({xi}) for P ({xi}) may be com-
puted by solving the constrained optimization problems

P ({xi}) = min pi and P ({xi}) = max pi

under the constraints (4),
!

xi"X pi = 1, and pi > 0 for all i = 1, . . . , M . Note
that if N classifiers are trained, then there are 2N such equations. This means
that the number of constraints grows linearly with the number of classifiers, while
the number of variables remains constant (= M). As the quantity of classifiers
will remain limited (usually between M and M2), P ({xi}) and P ({xi}) may be
computed using modern and e!cient optimization techniques.

Example 2. Consider the same situation as in Example 1 with classifiers provid-
ing the (slightly) relaxed system such that

1/9p2 ( p1 ( 1/2p2, 1/5p3 ( p1 ( 2/3p3, 2p3 ( p2 ( 4p3,

corresponding to the classifier outputs

P ({{x1}|{x1, x2}}) # [0.1, 1/3], P ({{x1}|{x1, x3}}) # [1/6, 0.4],
P ({{x2}|{x2, x3}}) # [2/3, 0.8].

Note that the constraints of Example 1 are included in these ones. The above
system is no longer without solution, e.g., p1 = 0.1, p2 = 0.6 and p3 = 0.3
is an admissible solution. Getting the minimal/maximal probabilities for each
class then comes down to solve 6 optimization problems (i.e., minimising and
maximising the probabilities pi), that give

p1 # [0.067, 0.182], p2 # [0.545, 0.735], p3 # [0.176, 0.31].

Note that even imprecise outputs can be inconsistent. Such a situation corre-
sponds to the case P = %. In the next section, we suggest a relaxation strategy
to ensure that a given set of classifier outputs will end up in a feasible system
(possibly providing a vacuous, i.e. non-informative, solution).

3.3 Handling Inconsistent Outputs: A Discounting Strategy

We propose a strategy to handle inconsistent classifier outputs, i.e., outputs for
which the induced linear problem is not feasible. Let # # [0, 1] be a discounting
factor. The #-discounted problem corresponds to the constraints

(1 " #)!j ( P (Aj |Aj & Bj) ( # + (1 " #)"j , j = 1, . . . , N. (5)

Discounted constraints on P (Bj |Aj & Bj) are obtained by complementation.
These constraints generalize those defined by Equation (4), which are retrieved
when # = 0. Such a discounting strategy is common in imprecise probabilistic
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approaches, since it corresponds to the #-contamination model [13, Sec. 3.2.5]
and to the basic discounting operation in evidence theory [9].

We denote by P! the credal set obtained by discounting the initial problem
with a value #. When the classifier outputs are not consistent, we propose to
increase this factor up to the point where the linear problem becomes feasible
(i.e. the associated credal set is non-empty). Note that there is always a value
of # for which the problem will become feasible, as # = 1 corresponds to trivial
constraints P (Aj |Aj & Bj) # [0, 1], meaning that the set P1 corresponds to the
set of all probability measures on X . This is su!cient to ensure that the linear
problem given by Eq. (5) will be feasible for some value #.

For a given instance y, let #$ be the lowest discounting factor such that the
set of constraints induces a feasible problem: #$ = min!"[0,1] P! )= %. This value
#$ gives an information on the global level of conflict of the various classifiers.
Indeed, #$ = 0 means that all classifiers are consistent, and thus no discounting
is needed. On the other hand, #$ * 1 means that at least one classifier gives a
conditional information that is strongly conflicting with the others.

It turns out that computing #$ exactly is a di!cult optimization problem.
Indeed, one may imagine introducing #$ as a variable in the optimization problem
described in Section 3.2, to compute it along with the probabilities pi, i =
1, . . . , M . However, this results in a linear optimization problem with quadratic
constraints, the Lagrangian of which is indefinite.

Eventually, note that the obtained credal sets for di"erent values of # are
nested (i.e., P! ! P!! for any # ( #%). This makes the current approach close
to other similar models proposed in the imprecise probabilistic literature [1]. In
the present work, the # value should not be interpreted as having any statistical
meaning in terms of confidence value. Linking # to some statistical confidence
value is the matter of further work.

3.4 Decision Making and Classifier Accuracy

We now assume that the combination of the classifiers has been processed and
that a credal set modelling our knowledge about object y class has been obtained,
hence a decision regarding the actual class of object y should be taken.

Imprecise probability theory proposes many ways to make a decision [12]. In
this article, we will consider two ways of extending classical decision making
based on maximal expected value. A first strategy will consist in classifying
an object y into a single class; alternatively, a set of plausible classes may be
retained, the ultimate decision being left to the user. We will retain a rule for
each of these approaches: the maximin and interval dominance rule, respectively.

Let xi # X be a class, and let P ({xi}) and P ({xi}) be the minimal and
maximal values for P ({xi}) computed as described in Section 3.1. The maximin
decision rule amounts to classify y into #x such that

#x := arg max
xi"X

P ({xi}).

Using this rule requires to solve M linear systems with 2N + M + 1 constraints
and to achieve M comparisons.
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Interval dominance rule amounts to select the set #X of classes such that
#X := {xi # X| ) +xj s.t. P ({xi}) ( P ({xj})}.

Using this rule requires to solve 2M linear systems with 2N +M +1 constraints
and to make M(M " 1) comparisons at most. Also note that #x # #X, i.e., the
optimal solution given by the maximin rule is necessarily one of those retained
by the interval dominance rule.

Example 3. Assume that for some data point y, combining the classifiers outputs
gave the following minimal/maximal probabilities:

p1 # [0.034, 0.183] p2 # [0.245, 0.735] p3 # [0.143, 0.370].

Using the maximin rule, we would classify y into class x2. The interval dominance
rule would give the set of plausible classes #X = {x2, x3}.

Note that as the interval dominance rule selects a set of plausible classes,
evaluating the accuracy of the classifier is no longer trivial. In this article, we
considered two strategies. The first one consists in considering the classification
as fully accurate whenever the actual class of an evaluated data point belongs
to the set of classes #X. It amounts to consider that the final decision is left to
the user, who always makes the good choice. The error rate thus computed is
an optimistic estimate of the accuracy of the classifier. We denote by Sacc this
estimate. Another solution is to use a discounted accuracy measure, denoted
Dacc from now on. Assume we have T labeled observations whose classes xi, i =
1, . . . , T are known and for which T sets of plausible classes #X1, . . . , #XT have
been selected. The discounted accuracy of the classifier is then

Dacc =
1
T

T"

i=1

$i

f(| #Xi|)
, (6)

with $i = 1 if xi # #Xi, zero otherwise and f an increasing function such that
f(1) = 1. Note that f(x) = x is the usual choice for the discounted accuracy. It
has recently been shown [16] that this choice leads to consider imprecise classi-
fication as being equivalent to make a random choice inside the set of optimal
classes. This comes down to consider that the decision strategy is risk neutral;
i.e., having imprecise classification in case of ambiguity is not considered as an
advantage. Sacc corresponds to f(x) = 1 in Eq (6).

4 Experiments

In this section, we report experiments carried on synthetic and real data.

4.1 Dataset Description

The datasets used in the experiments are presented in Table 1. One of the
datasets was generated for the purpose of illustrating graphically the proper-
ties of our method. The others were downloaded from the UCI machine learning
repository (http://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml).

http://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml
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Table 1. UCI data sets used in experiments

# classes # input # samples
dataset (M) features training set test set
glass 6 9 139 75

pageblocks 5 10 3284 2189
satimage 6 36 2921 2573
segment 7 19 1400 910
synthetic 4 2 2250 750

vowel 11 10 528 462
waveform 3 8 1491 3509

yeast 10 8 890 594

4.2 Classification Strategies

In these experiments, we used two classification algorithms as base classifiers:
logistic regression [7] and evidential K-nearest neighbours (K-NN)[2]. The former
method consists in estimating the posterior probabilities of the classes, based
on a log-likelihood maximization over all training data. The latter is a K-NN
algorithm proposed in the framework of belief functions. It considers the distance
between the neighbours of a data point to classify this data point; the learnt
distance minimizes the conflict over training data. The number of neighbours
is set to K = 10 throughout the experiments. This method directly provides
imprecise outputs in the form of belief masses.

We focused on the one-versus-one or pairwise decomposition strategy: each
pair of classes forms a classification problem solved by a binary (pairwise) classi-
fier. The classifiers are then pooled using the approach presented in Section 3.2.
As mentioned in Section 3.3, computing the discounting factor #$ together with
the minimal or maximal probabilities in the optimization problem is di!cult.
Therefore, we have adopted the following strategy in our first experiments: for
each test data, we start with a low # = 0.001 and increment it gradually and
linearly by steps of 0.05. The corresponding beliefs (respectively, plausibilities)
of the singletons provide us with lower (resp., upper) bounds on the conditional
probabilities. Decisions were taken using the minimax rule and the interval-
dominance rule presented in Section 3.4. In the latter case, we reported both the
set accuracy Sacc and the discounted accuracy Dacc.

We compared our method to three other classification strategies. The multi-
class approach consists in learning a single classifier to directly solve the global
classification problem. This method will be refered to as “Single”. We also used
two methods for combining conditional probabilities provided by the pairwise
classifiers [6,14]. Both of these methods compute the probability distribution
whose conditionings are the closest possible to the classifier outputs. The former
uses a Kullback-Leibler divergence to penalize the di"erence between the condi-
tionings and the classifier outputs. We will refer to this method as “PComb1”.
The second one uses a L2 penalization criterion; the combination may be pro-
cessed by solving a linear system. This method will be denoted “PComb2”. Note
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that when evidential K-NN are used, the belief masses are transformed into
probabilities using the pignistic transform [11], prior to combination using both
these methods.

Results obtained using logistic regression. We first present some results
obtained on the synthetic two-dimensional data. The discounting level # and
the number of plausible classes | #X| (interval dominance rule) are displayed on
Figure 1. As may be observed, the conflict between the outputs of the classifiers
(and hence the level of discounting required) is higher in regions where classes
overlap. Consequently, the number of plausible classes retained by the interval
dominance rule increases in these regions.

Fig. 1. Discounting levels (left) and number of optimal classes (right), synthetic dataset

Table 2 presents the performances of the various methods compared on the
datasets. The significance of the di"erences between the results was evaluated
using a McNemar test [3] at level 95%. The best results are underlined; results
that are not significantly di"erent are printed in bold. Table 3 presents the
average number of plausible classes retained by the interval dominance rule,
both when using logistic regression and evidential K-nearest neighbours.

Table 2. Test error rates obtained using logistic regression classifiers

dataset single PComp1 PComb2 maximin Sacc Dacc

synthetic 4.80 4.80 4.93 4.80 4.00 4.98
glass 44.00 40.00 40.00 41.33 28.00 44.69

pageblocks 4.02 4.25 4.16 3.79 2.10 5.80
satimage 14.26 14.69 14.61 14.54 8.05 24.66
segment 18.02 3.96 4.40 4.18 2.53 20.12
vowel 51.30 48.70 47.40 50.43 7.14 61.24

waveform 13.94 13.85 13.88 13.85 9.09 12.26
yeast 46.30 41.75 41.08 41.08 9.60 47.40
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Table 3. Average number of plausible classes retained by the interval dominance rule

logistic regression evidential K-NN
dataset all well classified misclassified all well classified misclassified

data data data data data data
synthetic 1.04 1.04 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00

glass 2.16 2.50 3.05 1.19 1.07 1.06
pageblocks 1.23 1.21 1.20 1.36 1.38 1.31
satimage 2.05 2.12 2.08 1.02 1.02 1.02
segment 2.57 2.59 1.00 1.55 1.59 1.03
vowel 8.47 8.33 6.91 1.14 1.15 1.06

waveform 1.11 1.11 1.12 1.36 1.38 1.49
yeast 4.08 4.18 4.89 1.23 1.23 1.38

First, it may be remarked that all methods providing precise decisions per-
form very close to each other. The set of plausible classes retained by the interval
dominance often encloses the actual class of the pattern, as suggests the opti-
mistic classification error reported in Table 2. However, the discounted accuracy
criterion may give very poor results compared to the others. This suggests that
using an imprecise decision criterion may be very fruitful in classification tasks,
but that imprecision may be high in some regions (possibly requiring the use
of more advanced classifiers in such regions). It should also be noted that in-
terval dominance is one of the most “cautious” imprecise probabilistic decision
rule, in the sense that it results large possible sets of optimal classes. Other
more precise decision rules could have been used. Devising a method to pick the
“best” decision rule is the matter of future work. Eventually, note that imprecise
classifications seem evenly distributed among well classified and misclassified
data.

Imprecise case. The results obtained using the evidential K-nearest neighbours
algorithm [2] are presented in Tables 4 and 3.

Remark first that the best results are often obtained using a single classifier.
However, the results obtained using the other strategies are never significantly
di"erent from the best one. Also note that the average number of plausible
classes retained by the interval dominance strategy is overall low. This suggests
that the imprecision resulting from the combination of the classifier outputs is
lower than in the previous case. A possible explanation is that the classifier
outputs are here more consistent. Indeed, a K-NN classifier is more likely to fit
complex non-linear decision boundaries than logistic regression. It also tends to
return imprecise outputs that are usually not as close as 1 or 0 than logistic
regression. We can therefore expect less conflict in the final assessments, whence
more precise decisions. These results clearly show that the choice of the algorithm
(and of its parameters) is important, and that this matter should be treated in
future works.
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Table 4. Test error rates obtained using evidential K-nearest neighbours

dataset single PComp1 PComb2 maximin Sacc Dacc

synthetic 4.67 4.80 4.80 4.80 4.67 4.76
glass 48.00 44.00 44.00 44.00 42.67 45.42

pageblocks 5.16 5.25 5.39 5.39 4.75 9.87
satimage 10.53 10.61 10.57 10.57 9.72 10.20
segment 8.57 9.12 9.12 9.12 8.24 14.96
vowel 39.39 38.96 39.18 39.18 33.77 36.74

waveform 16.44 16.47 16.47 16.47 8.44 18.85
yeast 37.37 37.88 37.88 37.88 35.52 38.30

5 Conclusions

In this paper, we have introduced a method to combine binary classifiers based
on an imprecise probabilistic approach. It handles classifiers with both precise
and imprecise probabilistic outputs (including possibilistic, evidential [2] and
credal classifiers [15]). The advantage of our method is that the combination
step provides an imprecise output, that reflects the conflict between the classi-
fiers. Thus, decisions strategies that take this imprecision into account may be
employed.

Experiments show that our approach is comparable to other state-of-the-art
combination methods, as well as to single classifier approaches. In particular,
when classifiers provide conflicting outputs (which is often the case when data
are hard to classify), the result of the combination exhibits a high degree of
imprecision. Then, selecting a set of plausible classes and letting an user make
the final decision may lead to dramatically reduce the misclassification error.

Future works may be conducted in several directions. First of all, we may
consider designing optimization methods fitted to the imprecise framework. Be-
sides, we may also study how the discounting rate # may be integrated in the
optimization process. Eventually, our approach should be tested on other well-
known imprecise classification algorithms (such as credal networks or classifica-
tion trees).

Acknowledgements. The authors wish to express their thanks to Thierry
Denœux for fruitful discussions about this work, and for giving interesting
perspectives.
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